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The former head of jailed Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny’s St. Petersburg headquarters said
Wednesday she has left Russia, becoming the latest opposition figure to depart the country
amid a wide-reaching crackdown on dissent.

Irina Fatyanova said she relocated to an unspecified country last week after the jailing of
another member of Navalny’s regional political network, Liliya Chanysheva, on retroactive
extremism charges.

Fatyanova said the arrest of Chanysheva, the former head of Navalny’s Ufa headquarters,
“changed a lot and helped me understand that I needed to leave.”

Related article: Russia Jails Former Navalny Regional Head on ‘Extremist’ Charges

“My red line has been shifting over the past year,” Fatyanova wrote on Facebook. 
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“I was ready to be fined, spend days in detention, searches and interrogations… At some
point, my line shifted to a criminal sentence of several years,” she added.

Regional Navalny coordinators like Chanysheva and Fatyanova are subject to criminal charges
of creating an “extremist” organization after a court outlawed Navalny’s groups — both
peaceful opposition movements — in June.

Several leading Navalny allies have resettled in the Baltics and the ex-Soviet republic of
Georgia since his groups were banned.

Critics attribute these exits, as well of those of other prominent Kremlin critics, to what they
call Russia’s widening crackdown on independent voices that started ahead of September's
parliamentary elections, where the increasingly unpopular pro-Kremlin ruling party kept its
legislative majority.

Election officials banned Fatyanova from running for St. Petersburg’s legislative assembly
over her affiliation with Navalny’s “extremist” network.

Navalny was sentenced to 2.5 years in prison in February on old fraud charges he calls
politically motivated after surviving a nerve agent poisoning he blames on the Kremlin. His
arrest upon returning to Russia from recovery in Germany helped spark nationwide protests
where thousands were detained.
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